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From Sketch to Finish, Royal Jelly
Royal Jelly is a sketch I created with the intention of showing you how to use a hand-

ful of Adobe Illustrator tools and effects, including the Gradient Tool, Transparencies, 

Gaussian Blur Effect, and the Paintbrush Tool. I’ll also demonstrate how easy it is to 

use a sketch or stock but maintain your flexibility. Unforeseen changes can arise, and 

being able to keep an open mind can expose your project to a world of better options. 

1	 Placing the Sketch
My original sketch may look completely set, but this 
is all subject to change as well. My main focus is the 
female pose and certain key insects and their place-
ment. I use File > Place to place my sketch on the 
Artboard.

2	 Creating Skin Base Shapes
Here I focus on the shape of the body using my old 
friend the Pen Tool (P) as well as Gradients (G) to carve 
out the basic shapes. I use a Light Umber with Reddish 
hues for my darker tone, and a Blushed Beige for my 
lighter tones, working in a Linear Gradient (which I 
run at an angle to support my light source direction). I 
have a window in the background of the sketch so that 
the light will cover more of my character’s face than 
her body.
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3	 using Gradients to add Detail
I’m using the Gradient Tool (G) once again at an opac-
ity of 46%, but here I’m making good use of my radial 
gradient selection. I’m using my light peach to trans-
parent option. Transparent gradients are a feature 
you’ll find in Illustrator CS5 and later, but this is just 
the lazy way to do it. All Adobe Illustrator programs 
have some sort of gradient available, so the blending 
of your colors is all in the effort of tweaking to get a 
seamless coverage.

4	 Drawing Wings from Stock
On a new layer, following along the vein pathways of 
the wing with my Pen Tool (P), I change my settings to 
a Stroke Weight of 1pt and create various line seg-
ments until I’ve completed the wing. From there, I’ll 
choose Select All and from the top toolbar choose 
Options > Expand, leaving both the Fill and Stroke 
options selected. This enables me to treat my stroke 
line as a fill. I can now use gradients with it, and if I’m 
comfortable with where my lines are, I can combine all 
the segments by using Pathfinder (Shift+Ctrl+F9) and 
the Unite option.

5	 Creating a Soft, Flowing Dress
I use a number of gradients in dark brown to reddish-
brown tones layered in opacities averaging between 
20% and 72% on this dress. Using a reddish-orange I 
include a few highlights by using the Feather Effect 
with a feather radius of 0.13in. I group all the pieces 
together and make a duplicate layer, dropping the 
Opacity to 28% and adding a Gaussian Blur Effect with 
a radius of 4.7 pixels.
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6	 Beginning the Hair
Here, I’m using dark brown tones to light brown  
tones in a linear gradient. I’ve kept my main layer at  
a diminished opacity so that I can still see the hairline 
of my sketch.

7	 adding Strand Detailing to the Hair
I take my finished hair and group it (Ctrl+G) into a  
manageable bundle. I then duplicate this layer and, 
using a Gaussian Blur of 2.8 pixels and an opacity set-
ting of 29%, give my character’s hair an almost effort-
less softness.

8	 Creating a Flowing Scarf
I’m adding the scarf details in the same manner as 
the dress, so think of this step as a repetition of how 
the dress fabric is handled. I also provide greater 
detail with gold trim and gold bracelets. I create the 
honeycomb effect by overlaying shapes made by the 
Polygon Tool onto a single layer. After grouping these 
polygon shapes together (by selecting them and 
pressing Ctrl+G), I select the bracelet shape as well by 
pressing Alt+Shift. I revisit Pathfinder (Shift+Ctrl+F9) 
and select the Minus Front feature to cut out my Poly-
gon shapes.
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9	 altering the Composition Dimensions
I decide that I want to make my overall composition 
larger. I revisit my Document Setup and change my 
presets to reflect an additional 6”. This gives me a per-
fect square at 17”x17”. I make my projects bigger than 
necessary just in case I’ll need a larger size later on. As 
it stands, I can later shrink to a more manageable size 
after I finish.

J	 resizing the illustration
I’ve selected all of my layers and enlarged the project. 
When you do this, don’t forget to enlarge your sketch, 
which tends to be an easy thing to forget. I found that 
in doing this, I was still off by a few inches toward the 
ends of the dress. Using the Direct Selection Tool (A) 
over the area in question and dragging from the ends, 
you can manipulate the grouped shapes and extend 
them; later on you can make any corrections to any ill-
mannered curves by again using the Direct Selection 
Tool (A) and grabbing the handles to readjust them.

K	 Beginning in the Background
In this step I start adding the background. My layers 
are in a radial gradient and run from a burnt orange 
to a deep brown umber color. My Pen Tool (P) work is 
textured to give the appearance of a natural honey-
combed environment. Nothing is perfect in nature 
because it’s the flaws that make it all wonderful.
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L	 adding a Soft Glow
I’m overlaying another gradient, but with brighter 
hues. Using a tangerine yellow to burnt orange gradi-
ent and then overlaying a Feathered Effect (Effect > 
Style > Feather) at a radius of 0.25 inches, I have 
an instant glow that gives the appearance of light 
bouncing off the honeycomb from the open window. 
Depending on how much light I want to perceive this 
window is giving off, I can adjust the opacity setting of 
my layer.

M	 Balancing Brightness
I notice there’s a little too much brightness to my 
female form. It’s lacking depth and looks too flat. 
To address this problem, I make a rough layer of her 
form in a dark brown and overlay a Feathered Effect 
(Effect > Style > Feather) at a radius of 0.63 inches and 
an opacity value of 19%. I use my Eraser Tool (Shift+E) 
to cut out the form of her dragonfly ornament, 
because I want to omit more light in that area.

N	 refining the Hair
Though I love how my character’s hair came out, I aim 
for that little extra effort that makes things worth-
while. Using the Gradient Tool (G) yet again, I take a 
bright white to Invisible in a Radial pattern and make 
small facets of light that give the hair depth. Remem-
ber, if you don’t have a version of Illustrator that allows 
Color to Invisible, it’s just a matter of using a similar 
color to substitute for the Invisible option.
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O	 Working on the Honeycomb
In this step, I begin to form the texture of the honey-
comb using the Eclipse Tool (L) and Gradient Tool (G) 
using the same coloring as the honeycomb shapes. 
I turn the opacity to 19% to blend the surface to 
the base.

P	 adding Glowing Honey
The honey is made from a combination of Gradients 
ranging from light cream, to golden yellow, to burnt 
orange using the radial gradient option and an opacity 
setting of 76%. Next, I group all these layers together, 
duplicate the grouping, and use a Gaussian Blur with a 
radius of 1.8 pixels and an opacity of 19% to make the 
honey glow.

Q	 adding the Foreground Details
All the honey is finished and a layer of pollen is added 
to the foreground. I make the pollen by using the 
Gaussian Blur Effect and a setting of 4.1 pixels.
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R	 using Stock as a reference to Create a Bee
Here I’ve started working on what I like to call the Big 
Baby Bee. My initial vector work is made with only 
radial gradients ranging from honey yellow to dark 
brown umber fill. The eyes are made with a gradient 
of light purple to dark purple at an opacity of 51%. I 
added a solid black layer underneath to give it the dif-
fused coloring you see now.

S	 adding Fur to the Bee
The bee’s fur is made using the Paintbrush Tool (B) and 
a tapered Art Brush. Once I finish my bee hairs, I do a 
grouping (Ctrl+G) and duplicate the set. I use a Gauss-
ian Blur Effect of 2.8 pixels and an opacity of 60%.

T	 Saving the Bees for Future Projects
I decide to duplicate the bee and make it into a symbol 
that can be multiplied but that will help to reduce 
my file size. I select the bee and choose Window > 
 Symbols (Shift+Ctrl+F11) and then the New Symbol 
option. The bee should now appear as a Symbol Icon 
in the Symbol window.

Conclusion
By the end of this project, we have a completed a fun and fancy piece, ready for print-

ing. Having a program with such flexibility is what led me to fall in love with Adobe 

Illustrator. It helps to have a forgiving medium, and with each new version that comes 

out, the possibilities for improvement get bigger and better!
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